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Abstract

In the frame of the International Technical IASI Study (ITIS), the French atmospheric CO2 monitoring program is being deployed over the entire globe. IASI, the IASI mission has been designed to provide atmospheric CO2 measurements with unprecedented accuracy and precision and from data obtained over a wide range of latitudes to quantify the CO2 mixing ratio and CO2 columns. The IASI mission is composed of two instruments, IASI and IASI-2, with the same technical characteristics and the same target. These instruments are the only ones with sufficient sensitivity in the near infrared bands to provide a direct measurement of CO2. The IASI mission is dedicated to operational meteorology by measuring temperature and water vapour profiles. Such data sets are useful to validate theoretical models of carbon cycle processes through the derived CO2 concentration. Moreover, the IASI mission is dedicated to operational meteorology by measuring temperature and water vapour profiles. Such data sets are useful to validate theoretical models of carbon cycle processes through the derived CO2 concentration. Moreover, the IASI mission is designed to provide atmospheric CO2 measurements with unprecedented accuracy and precision and from data obtained over a wide range of latitudes to quantify the CO2 mixing ratio and CO2 columns. The IASI mission is composed of two instruments, IASI and IASI-2, with the same technical characteristics and the same target. These instruments are the only ones with sufficient sensitivity in the near infrared bands to provide a direct measurement of CO2.

CO2 measurements requirements
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IASI measurements
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Data compression: DFT Method
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Data inversion: Optimal Estimation Method (OEM)
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Conclusions
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Perspectives
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